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SPARSE DOMINATION OF SHARP VARIATIONAL TRUNCATIONS
FERNANDA CLARA DE FRANÇA SILVA AND PAVEL ZORIN-KRANICH
ABSTRACT. We provide a versatile formulation of Lacey’s recent sparse pointwise domi-
nation technique with a local weak type estimate on a nontangential maximal function
as the only hypothesis. We verify this hypothesis for sharp variational truncations of
singular integrals in the case when unweighted L2 estimates are available. This ex-
tends previously known sharp weighted estimates for smooth variational truncations
to the case of sharp variational truncations. We also include a sparse domination result
for iterated commutators of multilinear operators with BMO functions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sparse domination. Sparse domination has been introduced by Lerner [Ler13] in
order to simplify the proof of Hytönen’s A2 theorem (see [Hyt14] for a comprehensive
history of this result). A new approach to sparse domination via weak type endpoint
estimates has been recently discovered by Lacey [Lac15, Theorem 4.2], quantitatively
refined by Hytönen, Roncal, and Tapiola [HRT15, Theorem 2.4], and streamlined by
Lerner [Ler15]. Our first result is an abstract implementation of Lacey’s argument that
can be applied as a black box in a number of situations, for instance to multilinear
operators (recovering the sparse domination result in [DHL15a]), to intrinsic square
functions (see [ZK16], where the second author uses Theorem 1.1 to extend some
results in [LL15]), and also to variational truncations of singular integrals that will be
the second topic of this article.
We will use the following version of the nontangential maximal function. Let
(X ,ρ,µ) be a space of homogeneous type (see Section 2 for definitions) and let F
be a function on the set
X := {(x , s, t) ∈ X × (0,∞)× (0,∞) : s ≤ t}.
We define the non-tangentional maximal operator (of aperture a ≥ 0) localized to a
set Q ⊂ X by
(Na,Q F)(x) := 1Q(x) sup
y∈X ,ρ(x ,y)<as<at≤dist(y,X\Q)
F(y, s, t).
We will omit Q from the notation if Q = X and we will also omit a if a = 1. Now
we state our version of Lacey’s sparse domination principle. The notions of adjacent
systems of dyadic cubes and sparse collections are recalled in Section 2.
Theorem 1.1. For every space of homogeneous type (X ,ρ,µ) and every choice of adjacent
systems of dyadic cubes Dα there exist ε,η > 0 such that the following holds. Let F :X →
[0,∞] be a function that is monotonic in the sense that
s ≤ s′ ≤ t ′ ≤ t =⇒ F(x , s′, t ′)≤ F(x , s, t)
and subadditive in the sense that
s ≤ s′ ≤ t =⇒ F(x , s, t)≤ F(x , s, s′) + F(x , s′, t).
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Suppose that for every dyadic cube Q there exists cQ ≥ 0 such that
(1.2) µ{NQ F > cQ} ≤ εµ(Q).
Then there exist η-sparse collections S α,k0 ⊂ Dα of cubes such that
(1.3) N F ≤ lim inf
k0→−∞
∑
α
∑
Q∈S α,k0
1QcQ
holds pointwise almost everywhere.
One situation in which Theorem 1.1 does not apply as a black box is that of com-
mutators of (multi)linear operators with BMO functions, and we provide the necessary
modifications to the argument in Section 5, where a multilinear extension of [LORR16,
Theorem 1.1] is proved.
Variational truncations of singular integrals. In this part of the article we return to
the space X = Rd with the Euclidean distance and the Lebesgue measure. Let K be
an ω-Calderón–Zygmund (CZ) kernel (see Section 2 for definitions) and consider the
corresponding truncation operator given by
(1.4) T f (x , s, t) :=
ˆ
s<|x−y|<t
K(x , y) f (y)dy.
For 1≤ r <∞ we define the homogeneous1 variation operator, acting on functions on
X , by
(V˙ r F)(x , s, t) := sup
s≤t1<···<tJ≤t
  J−1∑
j=1
|F(x , t j , t j+1)|r1/r ,
and analogously for r =∞ with the `∞ norm in place of the `r norm.
It is known that, if the kernel K is of convolution type, i.e. K(x , y) = k(x − y),
satisfies the cancellation conditionˆ
∂ B(0,t)
k(x)dx = 0, t > 0,
and satisfies one of the following additional conditions:
(1) the kernel k is homogeneous of degree −d, that is, k(t x) = t−d k(x) for t > 0,
or
(2) the kernel k satisfies the smoothness condition |k′(y)|® |y|−d−1,
then, for r > 2, the operator N0 ◦ V˙ r ◦ T is bounded on Lp(Rd) and has weak type
(1,1). The strong type bounds in the case 1 have been proved in [CJRW03, Theorem
A] (see also [JSW08] and [DHL15b]) and in the case 2 in [MST15, Theorem A.1]. In
both cases the Lp bounds imply the weak type (1, 1) bound by [CJRW03, Theorem B]
(note that the assumption (1.8) in that article follows from the Dini condition).
Our second main result is that these bounds remain true with N0 replaced by Na,
a > 0.
Theorem 1.5. Let K be an ω-CZ kernel on Rd , r > 2, and assume that N0 ◦ V˙ r ◦ T has
weak type (1,1). Then also Na ◦ V˙ r ◦ T has weak type (1,1) for every a > 0.
The novelty of this result are the sharp truncations in (1.4). An analogous result
with 1(s,t) replaced by appropriately scaled smooth truncations is implicitly contained
in [HLP13].
The appearance of cones with positive aperture in Theorem 1.5 allows us to apply
Theorem 1.1 to variational truncations of singular integrals. Indeed, the localized
operator NQ ◦ V˙ r ◦ T is dominated by the global operator N ◦ V˙ r ◦ T , and therefore
1The dot in the notation “V˙ r ” is not standard and is motivated by the embeddings B˙1/r,1r → V˙ r → B˙1/r,∞r
between the spaces of bounded homogeneous variation and homogeneous Besov spaces [BP74].
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has weak type (1,1) uniformly in Q. On the other hand, the localized operator depends
only on the values of f on Q, and therefore (1.2) is satisfied for the function F = V˙ rT f
with cQ =
C
ε
|Q|−1 ´Q | f |. Therefore, N ◦ V˙ r ◦T f can be estimated by sparse operators
of the form (2.6).
Sparse operators are known to satisfy very good weighted estimates, the currently
best results can be found in [HL15] (Lp bounds with p > 1) and [DSLR16] (the weak
type (1,1) endpoint). Consequently, we obtain sharp weighted estimates for the varia-
tionally truncated operators N ◦ V˙ r ◦ T , unifying the previous results for sharp trun-
cations with unspecified dependence on the characteristic of the weight [MTX15a;
MTX15b] and for smooth truncations with sharp dependence on the characteristic of
the weight [HLP13].
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Spaces of homogeneous type. A quasi-metric on a set X is a function ρ : X × X →
[0,∞) such that ρ(x , y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y that is symmetric and satisfies the quasi-
triangle inequality
ρ(x , y)≤ A0(ρ(x , z) +ρ(z, y)) for all x , y, z ∈ X
with some A0 <∞ independent of x , y, z. A measure µ on a quasi-metric space (X ,ρ)
is called doubling if there exists A1 <∞ such that
µ(B(x , 2r))≤ A1µ(B(x , r)) for all x ∈ X , r > 0,
where B(x , r) = {y ∈ X : ρ(x , y) < r} are the quasimetric balls of radius r. These
balls need not be open, but can be made open upon passing to an equivalent quasi-
metric [MS79]. A tuple (X ,ρ,µ) consisting of a set X , a quasi-metric ρ, and a doubling
measure µ is called a space of homogeneous type. We will frequently denote the measure
of a set Q by |Q|= µ(Q) and the average of a function f over Q by 
 f Q = |Q|−1 ´Q f dµ.
Adjacent systems of dyadic cubes. Filtrations on spaces of homogeneous type that
closely resemble dyadic filtrations on Rd have been first constructed by Christ [Chr90]
and are now commonly known as Christ cubes. For our purposes we do not need the
small boundary property enjoyed by the Christ cubes, but we do need adjacent systems
of cubes that have covering properties similar to those of shifted dyadic cubes in Rd .
Such systems have been constructed in [HK12].
Definition 2.1. Let (X ,µ) be a measure space. A system of dyadic sets D consists of
a sequence (Dk)k∈Z of collections of measurable subsets of X such that for all l ≤ k,
l, k ∈ Z
(1) µ(X \ ∪Q∈DkQ) = 0.
(2) For each Q ∈ Dk and Q′ ∈ Dl either Q ⊆Q′ or Q ∩Q′ = ;.
By an abuse of notation the sets Q remember their generation k(Q) (the unique
number such that Q ∈ Dk(Q)), even though it is allowed that the same Q (viewed as a
set) may occur in different generations Dk. The relation Q′ ⊆Q includes the inequality
k(Q′)≥ k(Q) and the relation Q′ =Q includes k(Q′) = k(Q).
Definition 2.2. Let (X ,ρ,µ) be a quasi-metric measure space and assume that the
measure µ has full support. A system of dyadic cubes is a system of dyadic sets D such
that for some 0 < δ < 1, 0 < c1 ≤ C1 <∞ and all k ∈ Z and Q = Qkα ∈ Dk there exists
z = z(Q) = zkα ∈ X such that B(z, a0δk)⊆Q ⊆ B(z, C1δk).
Definition 2.3. Let (X ,ρ,µ) be a quasi-metric measure space and assume that the
measure µ has full support. Systems of dyadic cubes Dα, α ∈ A, are said to be adjacent
if there exists C3 <∞ such that for every z ∈ X and r > 0 there exist α ∈ A, k ∈ Z, and
Q ∈ Dαk such that B(z, r)⊂Q ⊂ B(z, C3r).
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It is known that in every space of homogeneous type there exists a finite collection
of adjacent systems systems of dyadic cubes [HK12, Theorem 4.1].
Example 2.4. Let X = Rd with the Euclidean distance and the Lebesgue measure. For
each α ∈ {0, 1,2}d the corresponding shifted system of dyadic cubes is given by
Dα = {2−k([0, 1)d +m+ (−1)k 1
3
α), k ∈ Z, m ∈ Zd}.
Then the systems Dα, α ∈ {0, 1,2}d , are adjacent. In fact, on Rd one can construct
d + 1 shifted systems of dyadic cubes that are adjacent [Mei03].
Example 2.5. Let (X ,µ) be a measure space and let D be a system of dyadic sets. Define
a metric on X by
ρ(x , x ′) := inf{2−k : ∃Q ∈ Dk : x , x ′ ∈Q}.
Then the system D is a system of dyadic cubes with respect to this metric, and this
system is adjacent. For instance, the standard dyadic cubes in Rd are an adjacent
system of dyadic cubes with respect to the dyadic metric. This does not preclude one
from considering CZ operators on Rd with respect to the Euclidean metric and allows
one to recover Lerner’s version [Ler15] of the pointwise sparse domination theorem
from Theorem 1.1.
Sparse and Carleson collections. LetD be a system of dyadic sets on a measure space
(X ,µ). A collection S ⊂ D is called
(1) η-sparse if there exist pairwise disjoint subsets E(Q) ⊂ Q ∈ S with |E(Q)| ≥
η|Q| and
(2) Λ-Carleson if one has
∑
Q′⊂Q,Q′∈S µ(Q′)≤ Λµ(Q) for all Q ∈ D.
It is known that a collection is η-sparse if and only if it is 1/η-Carleson [LN15, §6.1].
The corresponding sparse operator is given by
(2.6) AS f =
∑
Q∈S
1Q


f

Q , where


f

Q = |Q|−1
ˆ
Q
f .
ω-Calderón–Zygmund kernels. An ω-Calderón–Zygmund (CZ) kernel is a function
K : Rd ×Rd \ (diagonal)→ C that satisfies the size estimate
(2.7) |K(x , y)| ≤ CK|x − y|d
and the smoothness estimate
(2.8) |K(x , y)− K(x ′, y)|+ |K(y, x)− K(y, x ′)| ≤ω  |x − x ′||x − y|  1|x − y|d
for |x − y| > 2|x − x ′| > 0 with some modulus of continuity ω : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) (that
is, a subadditive function: ω(t+ s)≤ω(t)+ω(s) for all s, t ≥ 0) that satisfies the Dini
condition
(2.9) ‖ω‖Dini :=
ˆ 1
0
ω(t)
dt
t
<∞.
3. UNCENTERED VARIATIONAL ESTIMATES
Consider the averaging operator
(3.1) A f (x , s, t) := At f (x)− As f (x), At f (x) :=
 
|x−y|<t
f (x + y)dy.
It satisfies the following uncentered variational estimates.
Lemma 3.2. Let r > 2 and a ≥ 0. Then Na ◦ V˙ r ◦A is bounded on Lp(Rd), 1< p <∞,
and has weak type (1, 1).
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Variational estimates for averaging operators go back to [Bou89, Section 3]. The
only new aspect of Lemma 3.2 is that the variations are maximized over a conical
region when a > 0. This is easy to achieve using the uncentered square function from
[KZK14].
Sketch of proof. The Lp, 1 < p < ∞, bound for the dyadic version of this operator is
a direct consequence of Lépingle’s inequality for martingales. The real version can be
compared with the dyadic version using the uncentered square function from [KZK14,
Theorem 1.4]. Finally, the weak type (1,1) bound follows by [KZK14, Proposition 5.1].
Note that the results cited from [KZK14] continue to hold with 3Qk replaced by
CQk in the definitions of S˜k and R˜k for an arbitrary C; in our case we can take e.g.
C = 100(a+ 1).
Alternatively, note thatNa can be seen as the usual nontangential maximal operator
of aperture a applied to the function (x , s) 7→ supt>s F(x , s, t). Hence the operatorNa ◦ V˙ r ◦ A has weak type (1, 1)/strong type (p, p) for all a > 0 provided that this
holds for some a > 0, see e.g. [Ste93, §II.2.5.1]. 
The next lemma compares variational truncations of ω-CZ kernels at nearby points.
The case r =∞ of this lemma appeared in [HRT15, Lemma 2.3].
Lemma 3.3. Let r > 1, x , x ′ ∈ Rd , 0< ε≤ δ ≤∞, and suppose |x− x ′| ≤ ε/2. Let also
K be an ω-CZ kernel. Then
|V˙ rT f (x ,ε,δ)− V˙ rT f (x ′,ε,δ)|®d (‖ω‖Dini + r ′CK) sup
ε≤t≤δ
At | f |(x)
+ CK(V˙ rA| f |(x ,ε,δ) + V˙ rA| f |(x ′,ε,δ))
Theorem 1.5 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.2, and the
Hardy–Littlewood maximal inequality.
Proof. By the triangle inequality on `r the left-hand side of the conclusion is bounded
by
sup
ε≤t1<···<tJ≤δ
 J−1∑
j=1
ˆ
t j<|x−y|<t j+1
K(x , y) f (y)−
ˆ
t j<|x ′−y|<t j+1
K(x ′, y) f (y)
r1/r .
For a fixed sequence t1 < · · ·< tJ we estimate this by J−1∑
j=1
|
ˆ
t j<|x−y|<t j+1
(K(x , y)− K(x ′, y)) f (y)|r
1/r
+
 J−1∑
j=1
|(
ˆ
t j<|x−y|<t j+1
−
ˆ
t j<|x ′−y|<t j+1
)K(x ′, y) f (y)|r
1/r
=: I + I I .
In the first term we estimate the `r norm by the `1 norm and proceed as in [HRT15,
Lemma 2.3]:
I ≤
J−1∑
j=1
ˆ
t j<|x−y|<t j+1
|K(x , y)− K(x ′, y)|| f (y)|
≤
ˆ
ε<|x−y|<δ
ω
  |x − x ′|
|x − y|
 | f (y)|
|x − y|d
≤
∞∑
k=0
ω
 ε/2
2kε
ˆ
2kε<|x−y|<min(2k+1ε,δ)
| f (y)|
|x − y|d
®d
∞∑
k=0
ω(2−k−1) sup
ε<t<δ
At | f |(x)
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® ‖ω‖Dini sup
ε<t<δ
At | f |(x).
In order to estimate the second term we use an idea from [MTX15b]. If t j+1 − t j ≤
2|x − x ′|, then we estimate
|1t j<|x−y|<t j+1 − 1t j<|x ′−y|<t j+1 | ≤ 1t j<|x−y|<t j+1 + 1t j<|x ′−y|<t j+1 .
Otherwise we estimate
|1t j<|x−y|<t j+1 − 1t j<|x ′−y|<t j+1 |
≤ |1t j<|x−y| − 1t j<|x ′−y||+ |1|x−y|<t j+1 − 1|x ′−y|<t j+1 |
≤ 1t j<|x−y|<t j+|x−x ′| + 1t j<|x ′−y|<t j+|x−x ′|
+ 1t j+1−|x−x ′|<|x−y|<t j+1 + 1t j+1−|x−x ′|<|x ′−y|<t j+1 .
Thus we may estimate I I by a sum of two terms of the form J ′−1∑
j=1
(
ˆ
s j<|x0−y|<s j+1
|K(x ′, y)|| f (y)|)r
1/r
,
where x0 = x , x ′ and the sequence ε ≤ s1 < · · · < sJ ′ ≤ δ has bounded differences:|s j+1− s j | ≤ 2|x− x ′|. Using the hypothesis that |x− x ′|< ε/2 and the kernel estimate
we can bound the above by a dimensional constant times
CK
 J ′−1∑
j=1
(s−dj+1
ˆ
s j<|x0−y|<s j+1
| f (y)|)r
1/r
.
The above `r norm can be written as J ′−1∑
j=1

s−dj+1
 ˆ
|x0−y|<s j+1
| f (y)| −
ˆ
|x0−y|<s j
| f (y)|r1/r
≤
 J ′−1∑
j=1
 
s−dj+1
ˆ
|x0−y|<s j+1
| f (y)| − s−dj
ˆ
|x0−y|<s j
| f (y)|)r1/r + J ′−1∑
j=1
((s−dj − s−dj+1)
ˆ
|x0−y|<s j
| f (y)|)r
1/r
®d V˙ r(As| f |(x0) : ε < s < δ) + sup
ε<s<δ
As| f |(x0)
 J ′−1∑
j=1
((s−dj − s−dj+1)/s−dj )r
1/r
.
It remains to obtain a uniform bound on the last bracket. By homogeneity we may
assume 1< s1 < s2 < . . . and s j+1 − s j ≤ 1. Then∑
j
((s−dj − s−dj+1)/s−dj )r
1/r
=
∑
j
(1− (s j/s j+1)d)r
1/r
≤ d
∑
j
(1− s j/s j+1)r
1/r
= d
∑
n∈N
∑
s j∈[n,n+1)
(
s j+1 − s j
s j+1
)r
1/r
≤ d
∑
n∈N
(
∑
s j∈[n,n+1)
s j+1 − s j
n
)r
1/r ≤ d∑
n∈N
(
2
n
)r
1/r
®
d
r − 1. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 in fact shows that the homogeneous r-variation in its con-
clusion can be restricted to the “short variation” that can be controlled (for r ≥ 2)
by the uncentered square function in [KZK14, Theorem 1.4]. Thus the application of
Lépingle’s inequality (through the use of Lemma 3.2) to estimate the error term in the
above proof is not strictly necessary (but helps us to avoid additional notation).
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4. SPARSE DOMINATION
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the cube selection rule in Lacey’s
recursion lemma [Lac15, Lemma 4.7] and its quantitative refinement [HRT15, Lemma
2.8]. It can be formulated in terms of the localized non-tangentional maximal operator
as follows.
Let F be a subadditive monotonic function on X . Let Q0 ∈ D0 be a dyadic cube
λ : Q0→ [0,∞] any function defined on Q0. Let
σ(y) := inf{τ > 0 : F(y,τ, dist(y, ûQ0))≤ λ(y)}, y ∈Q0,
and let
Y := {y ∈Q0 : σ(y)> 0}.
For each y ∈ Y choose a dyadic cube Q y ⊂ Q0 that contains B(y, 2σ(y)) and has
side length ® σ(y) (such a cube exists by definition of adjacent systems). Let Q =
Qλ(F,Q0) be the collection of the maximal cubes among the Q y ’s. Then for every
y ∈ Y we have
(4.1) F(y, dist(y, ûQ), dist(y, ûQ0))≤ λ(y)
for some Q ∈ Q, since this holds with Q replaced by Q y (indeed, if the left-hand side
is non-zero, then σ(y) < dist(y, ûQ0) with strict inequality, so that by construction
dist(y, ûQ) > σ(y) holds also with strict inequality). In particular, by subadditivity of
F we obtain
N0,Q0 F ≤ 1Q0(λ+ sup
Q∈Q
N0,Q F).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the function λ(x) identically equals a constant λ. Then the
collection Q =Qλ(F,Q0) of dyadic cubes Q ⊂Q0 constructed above satisfies
(4.3)
∑
Q∈Q
|Q|® |{NQ0 F > λ}|
and for every subadditive function F˜ ≤ F we have
(4.4) NQ0 F˜ ≤ 1Q0(λ+ sup
Q∈Q
NQ F˜).
Proof. We write the left-hand side of (4.3) as∑
α
∑
Q∈Q∩Dα
|Q|
and fix α. Since the cubes inQ∩Dα are disjoint and each of them contains B(y,σ(y))
for some y ∈ Y and has side length ® σ(y), the inner sum is bounded by a constant
(depending on the doubling constant) times the measure of⋃
y∈Y
{x : |x − y|< σ(y)} ⊂ {x ∈Q0 :NQ0 F(x)> λ}.
It remains to prove (4.4). If NQ0 F˜(x)> λ, then
NQ0 F˜(x) = sup
y∈Y
F˜(y, |x − y|, dist(y, ûQ0))
≤ sup
y∈Y
inf
Q∈Q

F˜(y, dist(y, ûQ), dist(y, ûQ0)) + F˜(y, |x − y|, dist(y, ûQ))

≤ λ+ sup
y∈Y
sup
Q∈Q
F˜(y, |x − y|, dist(y, ûQ))
by subadditivity of F˜ , the assumption F˜ ≤ F , and (4.1). The last summand can be non-
zero only if |x − y|< dist(y, ûQ), so that x ∈Q, so it can be estimated by NQ F˜(x). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. For a cube Q denote byQ(Q) the family provided by Lemma 4.2
applied Q with λ = cQ, so that |Q|−1∑Q′∈Q(Q) |Q′| ≤ C(4.3)ε. Therefore, in view of the
doubling hypothesis, n(Q′)> n(Q) for all Q′ ∈Q(Q) provided that ε is small enough.
Following the proof of [Lac15, Theorem 4.2], initialize Pk0 := ∪αDαk0 and define
inductively
P ∗k :=Pk ∩∪αDαk ,
Pk+1 :=maximal cubes in (Pk \P ∗k )∪
⋃
P∈P ∗k
Q(P).
The sparse collections in the conclusion of the theorem will be given by
S α := S ∩Dα, S := ∪k≥k0P ∗k .
Let us first verify the Carleson property for the collections S α. We call the cubes
Q ∈ Q(P), P ∈ P ∗k , the Q-children of P. Note that a cube can have many Q-parents.
We claim that allQ-descendants of any cube P are contained in a ball B(z(P), Cδk(P)),
where C is a constant that depends only on the quasimetric constant and δ. Indeed,
if (z0, z1, . . . ) is a sequence of points with ρ(zn, zn+1) ≤ Cδn, then ρ(z2mn, z2m(n+1)) ≤
Am0 Cσ
n with σ = δ2
m
. Choosing m so large that σA0 < 1, we can estimate
ρ(z0, z2mn)≤ A0(ρ(z2m0, z2m1) + A0(ρ(z2m1, z2m2) + . . . )))
≤ Am0 C
∞∑
l=0
(A0σ)
l ≤ A
m
0
1− A0σC ,
and the claim follows.
Now let Q,Q′ ∈ S α with Q′ ( Q, so that in particular k(Q′) > k(Q). Then by
construction Q′ 6∈ Pk(Q). On the other hand, since Q′ ∈ Pk(Q′), it must have a Q-
ancestor P in Pk(Q), and since by the above argument Q′ is contained in a ball of radius
Cδk(P) with center in P, the cube P must in turn be contained in B(z(Q), Cδk(Q)) for
some larger constant C . Since the elements of Pk(Q) ∩Dα are maximal and therefore
disjoint, the family Pk(Q) has bounded overlap, and by the doubling property of our
measure space it follows that the total measure of all possible ancestors in Pk(Q) is
bounded by a multiple of |Q|. Moreover, if ε < 1/C(4.3), then the total mass of all Q-
descendants of each P is bounded by a constant times the measure of P. This completes
the verification of the Carleson condition.
It remains to show (1.3). Consider the family of truncations of the function F given
by Fτ(x , t, s) := F(x ,max(t,τ),max(s,τ)). By induction on K ≥ k0 we obtain
(4.5) max
Q0∈Pk0
NQ0 Fτ ≤
K−1∑
k=k0
∑
Q∈P ∗k
cQ1Q +max
Q∈PK
NQ Fτ
for each τ > 0. Indeed, the base case K = k0 holds trivially, and in the inductive step
we can apply (4.4) and obtain
max
Q∈PK
NQ Fτ =max
n
max
Q∈PK\P ∗K
NQ Fτ, max
Q∈P ∗K
NQ Fτ
o
≤max
n
max
Q∈PK\P ∗K
NQ Fτ, max
Q∈P ∗K
(cQ1Q + max
Q′∈Q(Q)NQ′ Fτ)
o
≤ max
Q∈PK+1
NQ Fτ +
∑
Q∈P ∗K
cQ1Q.
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The second summand on the right-hand side of (4.5) vanishes identically for each fixed
τ > 0 and K that are so large that δK  τ. Thus we have obtained
max
Q0∈Pk0
NQ0 Fτ ≤
∑
α
∑
Q∈S α
1QcQ,
and the left-hand side converges to N F pointwise as τ→ 0 and k0→−∞. 
5. COMMUTATORS OF BMO FUNCTIONS AND CZ OPERATORS
In this section we prove a sparse domination theorem for iterated commutators of
BMO functions with multilinear operators that extends [LORR16, Theorem 1.1]. An
m-linear operator T taking an m-tuple ~f = ( f1, . . . , fm) of functions defined on X to a
function defined on X is called local if T (~f )(x , s, t) depends only on the restrictions
of the functions f j to the ball B(x , t). The main case of interest are truncations of
multilinear CZ operators.
Let B be an index set and  : B × {0,1} → {0, . . . , m}. For a tuple of functions ~b =
(bβ)β∈B, j ∈ {0, . . . , m}, and an index a ∈ {0, 1}B let ba, j :=∏β: (β ,a(β))= j(−1)a(β)bβ .
The (iterated) -commutator of ~b with an m-linear operator T is defined by
[~b,T ] (~f )(x , s, t) :=
∑
a∈{0,1}B
ba,0(x)T (−→f ba)(x , s, t),
where
−→
f ba is the vector ( f1 ba,1, . . . , fm ba,m). Multilinear operators of this type have
been studied in [LOPTTG09].
The next result extends [LORR16, Theorem 1.1]. Note that it holds for spaces of
homogeneous type; this allows one to recover a number of results in that setting, see
e.g. [AD14].
Theorem 5.1. For every space of homogeneous type (X ,ρ,µ) and every choice of adjacent
systems of dyadic cubes Dα there exists 0 < η < 1 such that the following holds. Let
1≤ r ≤∞ and let T be an m-linear local operator such that
(5.2) CT := ‖N ◦ V˙ r ◦ T ‖L1×···×L1→L1/m,∞ <∞.
Let B, ,~b be as above and let cβ ,Q for β ∈ B and Q ∈ ∪αDα be arbitrary numbers. Let
also Q0 be an initial dyadic cube and f1, . . . , fm ∈ L∞(Q0). Then there exist η-sparse
collections S α,k0 ⊂ Dα such that we have
N0V˙ r[~b,T ] ~f ® CT lim inf
k0→−∞
∑
α
∑
Q∈S α,k0
{~b, ~f } ,Q
pointwise almost everywhere, where
{~b, ~f } ,Q(x) := 1Q(x)
∑
a∈{0,1}B
|ba,0,Q(x)|
m∏
j=1
¬|ba, j,Q f j |¶Q
and
ba, j,Q :=
∏
β: (β ,a(β))= j
(−1)a(β)(bβ − cβ ,Q).
In absence of commutators (B = ;) this follows directly from Theorem 1.1, and in
fact the centered operator N0 can be replaced by the uncentered operator N in the
conclusion. In presence of commutators the most interesting choice of constants is of
course cβ ,Q =
¬
bβ
¶
Q
.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The only difference from Theorem 1.1 is that we need a suitable
substitute for (4.3) when
F = V˙ r[~b,T ] ~f
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and
λ(x) = ε−1CB{~b, ~f }Q0(x).
Note that, by multilinearity of T , the function F does not change upon replacing bβ
by bβ − cβ ,Q0 . For each y ∈ Y we have
λ(y)< F(y,
1
2
σ(y), dist(y, ûQ0)).
By the triangle inequality for the `r norm this implies
ε−1CB|ba,0,Q0(y)|
m∏
j=1
¬|ba, j,Q0 f j |¶Q0 < |ba,0,Q0(y)|V˙ rT (−−−→f ba,Q0)(y, 12σ(y), dist(y, ûQ0))
for some a ∈ {0,1}B. Since this inequality is strict, the factor |ba,0,Q0(y)| cannot be
zero and can be canceled. It follows that⋃
y∈Y
B(y,σy/4)⊂
⋃
a∈{0,1}B
n
V˙ rT (−−−→f ba,Q0)> ε−1CB
m∏
j=1
¬|ba, j,Q0 f j |¶Q0 o,
and the measures of the latter sets are bounded by ε1/m|Q0| by definition of CB and
locality of T . This provides the estimate∑Q∈Q |Q|® ε1/m|Q0|. 
The above domination theorem requires as an input an endpoint weak type estimate
(5.2) for N ◦ V r ◦ T . In the multilinear case such bounds are known only for r =∞
(that is, for maximal truncations) and can be found in [DHL15a] (where they are
stated for X = Rd). More precisely, the weak type estimate for N0 ◦ V ∞ ◦ T is proved
in [DHL15a, §6] and the weak type estimate for N ◦ V ∞ ◦ T is effectively proved
in [DHL15a, §3.1]. The main difference from the linear case is the need to use the
multilinear maximal function from [LOPTTG09, Theorem 3.3].
In the linear case one can obtain the hypothesis (5.2) with 2 < r <∞ for a certain
class of CZ operators from Theorem 1.5. Using the results of [LORR16, §4] this implies
weighted estimates for variational truncations of commutators of CZ operators with
BMO functions. In fact, even unweighted estimates for variational truncations of such
commutators seem to be new.
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